This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

BULGARIA
Interviewees

Youth lawyers: 2 (one woman and one man)
Other professionals: 2 (women)
One representative of the Programme for the Development of the Judicial System, who have
implemented the training “Attorneys in Protection of Child Rights” project (woman, also
interviewed as a lawyer) and one social worker (woman), working with children in conflict with the
law and a local coordinator for Sofia of the “Child Rights Hubs for Children in Conflict and Contact
with the Law in Bulgaria” project.
Children: 5 boys (aged 15 to 17), currently deprived of their liberty in the Boychinovtsi Correctional
Home.

Useful materials

BHC survey 2016-2017

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes + Rec. HRC 2015: “implementation of the juvenile justice reform”
Yes + Rec. CRC 2008 & 2016: “qualified and independent legal aid to children in conflict with the
law at an early stage of the procedure and throughout the legal proceedings”
Not yet
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
m Discussion on procedural rights for “suspected” persons.
m Contrary to what the Gov. states (by citing the last general amendments of those laws, i.e.
without any connection with the Directive), no special measures were implemented for the
transposition of this Directive.
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Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

No (CE: infringement procedure against Bulgaria)
Not yet
Not yet
No (any measures taken to promote soft law documents)
Yes, numerous cases (but not regarding children)
Simeonovi v. Bulgaria (2015 & 2017) ➔ not allowing access to a lawyer during pre-trial detention
Padalov v. Bulgaria (2006);
Hovanesian v. Bulgaria (2010) ➔ lack of assistance of a lawyer
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer

No special law on juvenile justice but some special rules:
Constitution / Const (1991): (right of access to a lawyer)/ Const.
Criminal Code / CC (1968): minimal age of criminal responsibility
Criminal Procedure Code / CPC (2006): – special safeguards for children
Ministry of Interior Act / MoIA (2014): police detention (administrative)
Nb. Pre-trial and trial stages of the proceeding – accused person vs. suspected person (the
Bulgarian criminal justice system does not formally recognise the figure of the suspected
person ) ➔ problems with the transposition of the EU Directives
Judicial System Act/JSA (2007)
Control of Juvenile Anti-Social Behaviour Act /CJASBA (1958): corrective measures
Child Protection Act/CPA (2000): protection measures
Protection of Public Order during Sports Event Act/PPOSEA(2004): administrative liability
above 16 years old
Legal Aid Act/ LAA (2006)
Bar Act/ BA (2014)
PROCEDURE
Police- stage: Administrative detention (24h max.), falls outside the scope of criminal law –
even for children below the age of 14 years old
Suspected persons detained by the police ➔ Interviews (no protection against self-incrimination
➔ confessions are common) + written statements during the detention included in the court case
file + testimonies of the police officers who have questioned the suspected are legally admissible.
Prosecutor can further detain the suspect (72h max.) ➔ judicial detention.
Police or prosecutor opens a pre-trial investigation ➔ Investigation conducted by a prosecutor, an
investigative police officer or an investigator.
Trial ➔ 2 appeals possible.
14 years
Up to 14 years: child/minor ➔ absolute irresponsibility BUT protection measures until 8 years
(CPA) and corrective measures from 8 to 14 (CC ➔ CJASBA).
14-17 years adolescents: ➔ if mature enough, criminally responsible.
After 16 years : ➔ administrative liability for hooliganism.
18 years: majority ➔ no persons under 18 may be prosecuted as an adult.
There are no specialised courts for children and they appear before the regular courts.
Yes
“from moment of being charged or from moment of detention” (Const)

Yes (CPC)
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WAIVER POSSIBLE

NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

At the police stage:
m When child is not detained and no charges against him/her yet (questioned as a witness by the
police) ➔ can only consult a lawyer.
m When child (suspected or accused) is detained ➔ presence of a lawyer (LAA) during interviews
(in practice: lack of assistance in almost all cases of children detained under MoIA. The police
normally discourage children from requesting a lawyer and the number of cases of children
requesting a lawyer is very small. There are cases, where police do not allow lawyers to consult
children, neither to be present during the questioning or to speak in confidence with their
clients) – WAIVER POSSIBLE.

At the pre-trial and trial phase:
When the child is charged, becomes accused ➔ mandatory presence of a lawyer (at all stages of
the criminal proceeding*) – NO WAIVER.
*If the accused reaches 18 years during the trial stage, the defence by a lawyer is not
mandatory.
Choice of lawyer
Yes
Lawyer of their choice (and on own expenses) or Legal aid ex officio Lawyer.
Legal aid defence
Yes (LAA)
No adapted declarations of right for children
Authorities have the obligation to inform and explain the rights to children in an understandable
language:
“Suspected” detained by the police: special letter of rights (replication of the law, with no
further information of exercising the rights). This declaration of rights facilitates children to waive
their right to a lawyer;
“Accused” detained by the police: : No letter of rights but for adolescents CPC foresees the
reception of a written copy of the charge sheet (contains details of the crime, and some
information) prior to the interrogation (at the time of charging him/her) + explanation on his/her
right to appear with a lawyer (LAA).
Yes
(CPC)
Interpreter: only for foreign children.
Child can waive his/her right to written translation.
Complaints against the quality of the translation: possible.
Costs are covered by the State (through investigation authorities or court).
Translation of the letter of rights in other languages is generally not available in police
departments.
No regulation on which documents must be translated.
Outside the big cities ➔ shortage of translators.
Yes
Ex officio lawyers are registered with the National Registry for Legal Aid.
Free legal aid for minors
Same as for adults (no specialized training).
suspected child must explicitly request (*) a legal aid lawyer. If requested, police contact local
bar association ➔ appointment of an ex officio lawyer on the list of lawyers on duty BUT this
doesn’t mean that they are always questioned in the presence of the lawyer ➔ Up-to-date list
of lawyers (phone number of National Legal Aid Bureau and local Bar associations) given to the
police authorities.
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accused child receives automatically an (ex officio) lawyer appointed by the court or the
investigative body and can’t refuse such appointment (even if already a retained lawyer that fails
to attend hearings).
Free of charge and paid by the national budget ➔ lower remuneration for the legal aid lawyers ➔
lower quality of the assistance.
The adolescent found guilty will have to pay for the fees and expenses of the ex officio lawyer.
(*) Child has to apply in order to receive a legal aid lawyer (often do not apply), the police often tries to
dissuade them to apply → often not questioned in the presence of the lawyer.

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Role and mandate
No specialised youth lawyers in Bulgaria.
Suspected and accused children are being represented by general criminal lawyers.
Choice of the lawyer
By the child (often by the family) or appointed by the investigative authorities or court.
Specialized training
No
No: continuous professional training.
No: juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
According to a regulation ➔ from next year : mandatory courses on Rights and Freedoms, but
nothing explicitly on the rights of the child or juvenile justice.
Training programme developed on a project-based principle (2014-2015): “Attorneys in
Protection of Child Rights”.
(http://prss-bg.org/prss3/EN/training & http://swissbgcooperation.bg/en/#/projectsall/1170) !!!
«Improving access to justice for children» (2013-2014) (http://prss-bg.org/EN/1334)
➔ 20 lawyers were also trained on children’s rights on a joint project of the Programme for the
Development of the Justice System and UNICEF.
“Increasing the capacity to protect the rights of children of the professionals, working with
children” (2017) (https://goo.gl/kATL4j) ➔ 8 lawyers, trained in children’s rights, formed a network
for youth lawyers in the city of Sliven, where they provide legal consultation to children once a
week. The project is supported by UNICEF.
No
No legal definition for criminal proceedings (a suspected or accused child is not deemed as children
at risk) but definition in the Child Protection Act.
The presence of parents/guardians of the child during the official act of pressing charges and
during court hearings is not mandatory.
Conflict of interest with parents
No specific regulations.
First contact
For detained children by the police; right to access a lawyer from the outset of the detention (>< in
practice: most of the children have no (retained or ex officio) lawyer from this moment or no lawyer
at all during the whole proceedings).
Communication and meetings
When the child is detained: can meet his/her lawyer in every moment of the detention in
soundproofed rooms (MoIA).
Change lawyer
Yes
Child can ask the court to change lawyer.
Specific legislative mechanism to complain
No
But general procedure: disciplinary proceedings against a lawyer for misconduct (BA) or file a
complaint before the prosecutor if the lawyer has committed a crime.
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Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations
Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

No specific regulation on the matter.
No information
Training
Yes
List of prosecutors specialised in proceedings concerning adolescents BUT it’s not clear what kind
of training they have followed.
Justice social services
The National Network for Children in partnership with four other NGOs opened four Child Rights
Hubs for Children in Conflict and Contact with the Law Four hubs ➔ Providing information;
legal consultation; specialized evaluation of the child’s needs; awareness raising; preparing and
аaccompanying children in legal proceedings; assisting in the development of a child-friendly
procedure for child interrogation.
Regional Consultation Centre (5 centers) and a phone line as part of the legal aid system (No
specialized child lawyers provide consultations).
National monitoring mechanisms
Children suspected or accused are not children at risk in Bulgaria so there isn’t any monitoring on
the criminal proceedings BUT if children are deprived of liberty ➔ National Ombudsman and
NGOs: the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee is the only NGO that has access to prisons, investigative
detention facilities and correctional homes for adolescents, due to a cooperation agreement
between the BHC and the Ministry of Justice.
See report
m A comprehensive reform has never been initiated and one of the main problems remains the
effective access to and assistance by a lawyer and the physical abuse against children during
police custody.
m No mandatory use of audio and video recording during the police interrogations ➔ no protection
against self-incrimination, no access to a lawyer.
See report
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